
in a world where 
THE PATIENT IS THE NEW PAYER 

Digitizing and Transforming the 
REVENUE CYCLE 
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MARKET OBSERVATIONS 
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This is up 193% in the last 
few years 

35% of Revenue in some 
organizations now comes 
from the Patient 

UP TO 

35% 

Patient 

Revenue 

UP   

193% 

Patient 

Portions  

 

The Patient BECOMES our #3  

Payer behind Medicare and Medicaid 

The Patient is the 

new Payer 



Customers want better access 
to your business. 

 

Anytime. Anywhere. 



Smarter customer 
engagement demands an 
understanding of every 
customer. 

Not just the ones who 
contact you. 



How do you create exceptional 
customer experiences? 



By taking a human-centric design 
approach that starts with putting your 
patients at the center of the problem. 



DESIGN THINKING:   
The first step to digital transformation 

What is design thinking?   

(you know you were wondering) 
 

Design thinking is an iterative process in 
which we seek to understand the user, 
challenge assumptions, and redefine 
problems in an attempt to identify alternative 
strategies and solutions that might not be 
instantly apparent with our initial level of 
understanding 

 

In a Nutshell: 

 

Learn to          the problem 
       

NOT the solution 
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GETTING A 360 DEGREE VIEW 

Successful design comes from seeing the  

entire journey through the customer’s eyes  

to create a holistic, 360-degree view: 

 

• See what patients see 

• Feel what they feel 

• Identify pain points and opportunities for improvement 
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Mapping current 

interactions, 

processes and tools to 

identify pain-points and 

opportunities. 

JOURNEY MAPPING 

Developing new 

concepts with target 

users using various 

prototyping techniques. 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PATIENT PERSONAS 

Identify key patient types 

to better understand 

their problems, 

requirements, and their 

overall story. 

DESIGN THINKING TOOLSET 
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COMPANIES LEVERAGING  
DESIGN THINKING 



good design delights ;-)     

Why? 



and because… 

bad design stinks ;-(     









EASY is HARD     

and because… 



CLIENT 

CHALLENGE 

WHAT WE DID 

OUTCOMES  

Google Android 
Campaign website 

The client wanted to improve engagement with their campaign website, while also 

ensuring it remained responsive. 

To meet the client’s objectives, our researchers and designers worked together to 

provide concrete design recommendations to improve the customer experience of the 

web pages in terms of engagement, content and messaging, and general expectations.  

 

Following our first round of user sessions, we used the insights gained to develop a 

revised wireframe. We worked alongside the client during the development workshop, 

utilising their valuable insights regarding previous campaigns and customer segments. 

The resulting wireframes were then validated with users in a second phase of sessions. 

 

 
Engagement 

 

Improved 

clarity of 

messaging 

Customer 

experience 

 

IMPROVING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT  



CLIENT 

CHALLENGE 

WHAT WE DID 

OUTCOMES  

Disney 
Leading producer of children’s media and entertainment. 

Disney became aware that children younger than they had expected were using their 

streaming video service. They were keen to understand how very young children 

navigate and use kid-oriented video-on-demand services. 

Focusing on 3-4 year olds, our researchers explored the current experience of the 

streaming app against market competitors in the UK, to gain insights for future 

improvements. 

 

Using their own iPads (mini or standard), the children explored the brand’s streaming 

service and competitor services: Netflix Kids, Sky Kids and YouTube Kids. 

Improvements 

to navigation  
Introducing 

human-centric 

design into 

Sutherland’s 

Disney service- 

delivery 

relationship  

 

Easier to 

watch 

content 

 

IMPROVING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT  
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S O C I A L  C A R E  

Ticket automatically created 

Rules automatically applied 

T I M E  T O  F I R S T  R E S P O N S E  
C U S T O M E R  C O N TAC T  

FA S T E S T R E S P OND I NG   

Retail Brand on Social Media 

BRANDW ATCH  

@Petco standing on line for 10min… 

Ticket automatically assigned 

Agent contacts the store 

Agent responds to customer 
Agent 

reviews 

Agent 

responds 

Ticket automatically updated 

3 MINUTES 

T O TAL  T I M E  T O  R E S O L U T I O N  

7 MINUTES 

@Petco yes it is 

Ticket marked as resolved 

IMPROVING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 



CLIENT 

 

 

 

 

CUSTOMER BASE  

Pet owners and animal lovers 

 

SOCIAL CHANNELS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

METHODOLOGY  

Continuously calibrated human 

scoring – 95% accuracy (vs. 

80% for automated analysis) 

Q4 2016  SENTIMENT CONVERSION 

Before 

Sutherland 

Interaction 

After 

Sutherland 

Interaction 

52% 12% 

10% 45% 

N E T  

C H A N G E  

+75 

NET -40 

NET +35 

What is the impact on customer satisfaction? 



What if we started doing this in healthcare? 
(Many have and the industry is moving this way FAST)  

ARE YOU READY? 



CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT 
TRANSFORMATION 

WHAT Clients have done in 



Challenge 

Our client was great at delivering health care, but wanted to validate solutions 

to handle financial aspects of the patient journey more efficiently and with 

sensitivity. There was confusion around affordability of health care options and 

the patient journey was negatively impacted by the design of ER. There was 

also a lack of understanding regarding health care options and eligibility. 

 

Solutions 

We captured the voice of 100+ patients & employees, inspiring several 

initiatives to improve the patient experience.  

 

These included a patient portal for self-service registration and clinical info, a 

cost estimator tools to improve transparency, increased awareness and 

transparency around healthcare options, and better physical space design to 

improve patient/employee interactions 

 

Financial 

support for 

patients to  

make care 

affordable. 

Hospital’s Bad 

debt losses 

and AR Days 

Point of care 

cash collection 

and post-visit 

payment rates 

 

VIRTUA HEALTH:  
IMPROVING THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE 



PROVIDER DELIVERY NETWORK:   
IMPROVING SELF PAY POST MERGER 
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Challenge 

A national provider network, which had gone through a recent merger, wanted 

to improve the patient self-pay experience and increase cash collections. This 

was caused by unclear billing statements and poorly equipped backend 

operations agents. 

 

Solutions 

We took a close look at current paper statements, which is the first contact 

point that patients have with the client’s billing system. Then, we mapped out 

key stakeholders to create a shared understanding of key user groups of the 

self-pay process. 

 

Armed with preliminary knowledge from the stakeholder mapping exercise, we 

mapped out the high level service blueprint of the self pay process. 

Participants walked away from the workshop with short and long term goals 

for the next year, which served as the basis for 2018’s roadmap 

Understanding 

of user groups 

Harmonized 

next steps and 

goals for the 

business 

Clear service 

blueprint 
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The Hennepin Healthcare 
Digital Story 



The Strategic 
Plan: 
Determining 
to ‘go for it’ 
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Determining the Revenue Cycle  
DIGITAL JOURNEY 

2017  

Patient Friendly Statement 

Ease of Pay Technology  
Options 

Digital Notification  

 

2018 

Patient Advocacy 

Online Education 

Price Transparency 

Personalized Statements and 
Payment Options 

2019 

Open Access 

Digital Concierge  

Chat and AI Driven Customer 
Services 

Personalized Application  
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Journey Mapping: determining a starting point 
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The results told the story 

Payments within 2 days are at 15% and at 7days they are 39% 

+ 23% increase 

in payments 

- 19% decrease 

in statements 



Patients received a better experience 
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Customers want better access to 
your business. 

 

Anytime. Anywhere. 



How will you give your customers 
a better experience? 



good design delights ;-)     

Why use design 
thinking? 

so.   Put your thinking cap on 



How do you begin the 

Development of your 
digital transformational 
journey? 

• SEEK & GAIN SUPPORT: 
Seek out C-suite support for the digital 
journey from the beginning 

• Start SOMETHING: 
Start a pilot for the right reasons – the 
ROI will come afterward (and it will be 
higher than you would have projected) 

• SCALE: 
Start small and scale up 

• TOOLS: 
Use tools that are tried, true, and 
delivered in the industries you know 
and respect 

• ASSESSMENT: 
Consider a Digital Maturity 
Assessment to assess where your 
organization is and what areas you 
could most easily transform 

 



Summary & Recap 

• Healthcare has to shift from risk adverse to digital & consumer thinking 

• Automate everything you can (and then automate some more) 

• Leverage analytics to turn data into insights 

• Design thinking WILL reshape legacy processes…and save you money 

• Work with a change agent – Don’t go it alone 
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Q & A  
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• Questions? 
• What I didn’t get a chance to cover…   

efficiencies coming to healthcare 

• Robotic process automations (RPAs) 

• AI- artificial intelligence 

• Chatbots 

• Redoing the web experiences 

 



APPENDIX 
Who is Sutherland Healthcare        https://www.sutherlandglobal.com/industries/healthcare  
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https://www.sutherlandglobal.com/industries/healthcare


APPENDIX:  DESIGN VIDEO 

• If you’d like to see design 
thinking in action, watch this 
video: 
 
https://app.frame.io/v/cebcb
828-bc69-4899-b9c3-
4c48f08a54e6  
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Bethany Williams 

Principal, Healthcare Provider 

Sutherland Healthcare 

Phone: (469) 534-2350 
 

Email: Bethany.Williams@Sutherlandglobal.com 
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Sutherland Healthcare 

Phone: (267) 334-1458 
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